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 “I believe that a healing dialogue requires an open, frank, and honest 
discussion about racism. . .We will heal through having crucial 
conversation(s) about our common humanity and making a mutual 
commitment to racial justice.”    

                                                  - Dr Norman Oliver, Va. Com. of Public Health 
 
We are happy to share this report with you…. We call it a “founding” report since 
it covers Coming To The table- RVA from our beginning. We offer as a 
measurement for success our organization’s exponential growth in reach, in depth, 
and in involvement with the Richmond community. And we offer testimonies of 
participants as to our impact on their lives. 
 
What an exciting, challenging, fulfilling journey we are on, watching a friendship 
grow into many friendships.  Friends having Courageous conversations… taking 
Reparative actions…experiencing Healing from a wound so deep that some of us 
did not know it existed. First step is to acknowledge that 250 years of one group 
of folks enslaving another group twisted our common human relationships—
Second step is to acknowledge the nearly 100 years of Jim Crow laws.  Third step 
is to acknowledge that deep wounds don’t heal just because we change our 
laws…. 
 
We invite you into our story—to bring with you your story about race in Virginia. 
When did you first notice racial differentiation in our city?  How did it make you 
feel?  How do our community’s actions in the past impact our present situation? 
And how do we live in the present in order to move us toward a future of a more 
truthful, just and healthy society? 
 
We invite you to become a wound healer with CTTT- RVA 
 
Here are some actions you might take.  
 
·       Make a contribution toward matching our $250,000 challenge. Your 
donation will be matched dollar for dollar. The money will be used for deepening 
our impact and broadening the reach of CTTT-RVA as we work to take our city, 
our state our country beyond the wounds of the legacy of enslavement and  Jim 
Crow. Your matching donation will make a difference. 
·       Visit our website (www.comingtothetable-rva.org) and drill down to the 
multiple resources offered there. The more we learn the more we heal. 
· Join our emailing list for monthly newsletter and occasional invitations to 
special events 
·       Join our movie circle, our book circle, one of our monthly dinner circles. The 
more we connect the more we heal. 
·       Start your own healing circle with CTTT-RVA’s support 
·       Read, learn, connect and ask questions every day to move toward new ways 
of thinking, being and doing in regards to race.  

 
Yours in   Yours in healing, 
 

Danita Rountree Green and Martha Rollins 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


